
Year Group: 1 Curriculum Map – Eggs: ‘Let’s Get Cracking!’ Term: Spring 

 
National Curriculum 

School Curriculum 
Knowledge Skills 

Science 

Life Cycles (Seasonal Changes) 
Animals, including Humans 

 Identify and name a variety of common animals including 
fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals 

 Describe and compare the structure of a variety of 
common animals (fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds and 
mammals, including pets) 

 identify, name, draw and label the basic parts of the 
human body and say which part of the body is associated 
with each sense (comparing human bodies to animal 
bodies) 

 
Everyday Materials (Link to Design) 

 distinguish between an object and the material from which 
it is made  

 identify and name a variety of everyday materials, 
including wood, plastic, glass, metal, water, and rock 

 Describe the simple physical properties of a variety of 
everyday materials 

 Ask simple questions and recognise that they can be 
answered in different ways  

 Observe closely, using simple equipment performing 
simple tests  

 Identifying and classifying  

 Use their observations and ideas to suggest answers to 
questions  

 Gather and record data to help in answering questions 
 
Seasonal Changes (Year 1) 

 Observe changes across the four seasons  

 Observe and describe weather associated with the 
seasons and how day length varies. 

Life Cycle of a Bird 

History              

   

Geography 

Hot/Cold areas of the World. What is Antarctica like? 

Locational knowledge  

 Name and locate the world’s seven continents and five 
oceans  
 

Human and physical geography  

 Identify seasonal and daily weather patterns in the 
United Kingdom and the location of hot and cold areas of 
the world in relation to the Equator and the North and 
South Poles  
use basic geographical vocabulary to refer to: 

Geographical skills and fieldwork  

 Use world maps, atlases and globes to identify the United 
Kingdom and its countries, as well as the countries, 
continents and oceans studied at this key stage  

 Use simple compass directions (North, South, East and 
West) and locational and directional language [for 

 



example, near and far; left and right], to describe the 
location of features and routes on a map (link to 
programming beebots) 

Art 

Exploring Clay 

 Know about the work of a range of artists, craft makers 
and designers, describing the differences and similarities 
between different practices and disciplines, and making 
links to their own work. 

Exploring Clay 

 Use a range of materials creatively to design and make 
products 

 Use drawing, painting and sculpture to develop and share 
their ideas, experiences and imagination 

 Develop a wide range of art and design techniques in 
using colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form and space 

Painting offered as part of 
everyday provision 

Design & 
Technology 

Nutrition – Egg Dishes  
 
Cooking and Nutrition 

 Understand where food comes from. 
 

 
 

Design and Make a container to keep an egg safe 

Design  
 Design purposeful, functional, appealing products for 

themselves and other users based on design criteria 

 Generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas 
through talking, drawing, templates, mock-ups and, 
where appropriate, information and communication 
technology  
Make 

 Select from and use a range of tools and equipment to 
perform practical tasks [for example, cutting, shaping, 
joining and finishing]  

 Select from and use a wide range of materials and 
components, including construction materials, textiles 
and ingredients, according to their characteristics 
Evaluate 

 Explore and evaluate a range of existing products 

 Evaluate their ideas and products against design criteria 
Technical knowledge  

 Build structures, exploring how they can be made 
stronger, stiffer and more stable  

 Explore and use mechanisms [for example, levers, sliders, 
wheels and axles], in their products. 

 
Cooking and Nutrition 

 



 Use the basic principles of a healthy and varied diet to 
prepare dishes  

Computing 

Program a toy to transport an egg 

 Understand what algorithms are; how they are 
implemented as programs on digital devices; and that 
programs execute by following precise and unambiguous 
instructions 

 Recognise common uses of information technology 
beyond school  

 Create and debug simple programs 

 Use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple 
programs  

 

R.E. 

Christianity - Unit 2 - A Local Church 
Church buildings:  

 Places where Christians worship together, read the Bible, 
listen to stories, sing and pray once or more times weekly.  

 Leaders e.g. priests, ministers, elders. Objects and 
symbols in churches.  

 Important ceremonies e.g. welcoming/dedication/infant 
baptisms. 

 Most Christians keep Sunday as a special holy day. 
Christians try to follow the example of Jesus:  

 Caring for others, e.g. children, the elderly.  

 The work of Christians in the wider community 
 
Part 1: Unit 1 – The Buddha 

 The Buddha’s life and search for truth.  

 The Buddha means the ‘awakened one’.  

 He was a human being who ‘woke up’ from the ‘sleep of 
confusion’. This is like awakening from a dream and 
becoming perfectly aware of the truth.  The Buddha 
became free of suffering and was able to help others to 
‘awaken themselves’. 

Teachings of the Buddha  

 The Four Noble Truths  

  



 People should work at becoming kind, compassionate, 
generous, truthful and patient.  

 People should try not to hurt any living thing, take things 
that are not given and try to be honest and 
straightforward.  

 Story of Siddhartha and the Swan. 
 

Music 

Have You Ever Had a Penguin Home for Tea? 
 

Have You Ever Had a Penguin Home for Tea? 

 Use their voices expressively and creatively by singing 
songs and speaking chants and rhymes  

 Listen with concentration and understanding to a range of 
high-quality live and recorded music  

 Experiment with, create, select and combine sounds using 
the inter-related dimensions of music 

 

PSHE 

My Relationships – keeping safe; parental role in 
caring/neglect 
My Relationships 

 What is bullying? 

To recognise when people are being unkind either to them 
or others, how to respond, who to tell and what to say. 

 

 Friendship and kind behaviour 

To communicate their feelings to others, to recognize how 
others show feelings and how to respond. 
 

 Our needs 

To understand that people and other living things have 

needs. 

 

Parental role in caring/neglect 

   

P.E. 

  Master basic movements including running, jumping, 
throwing and catching, as well as developing balance, 
agility and co-ordination, and begin to apply these in a 
range of activities  

 Participate in team games, developing simple tactics for 
attacking and defending  

 Perform dances using simple movement patterns. 

 

 


